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Sai Baba, the Holy Man ... and the Psychiatrist 1975 god is one and belongs to all the
gospel of shri shirdi sai baba a holy spiritual path is a bold attempt to bring out a multi
religious holy version in this twenty first century on the lines of bhagwad gita holy quran and
the holy bible this book is unique in framing a spiritual path for people all over the world in
each chapter the spiritual meanings have been correlated with scientific explanations the
readers cannot escape the shower of blessings of shri shirdi sai baba the amateur readers
who are yet to taste the bliss of divinity would be entering in the kingdom of god through this
holy version shirdi sai baba embraced all religious and the downtrodden his life and ideology
will suit today s people and remove all incongruities so the initiation pillayar suli of forming
shirdi sai yuga era has started in this book it is now up to the future generation to lay the
road and proceed further this holy version proves the existence of the supreme power in the
name of shri shirdi sai baba which gives real life and new flavour to earlier spiritual versions
The Gospel of Shri Shirdi Sai Baba 2011-04-08 in early 2000 the authors were given the
opportunity to travel to india and egypt sai baba the avatar of the age and egypt land of
mystery you will cry with them as they first lay eyes on sai baba laugh at the antics of their
indian mentor obules and be thrilled as they cross the misty desert sands by moonlight to the
great pyramids of giza they were led by mr frank their spiritual guide in egypt he recognized
jeanette as a priestess from the past written in journal form you will be charmed by their
divergent views and opinions as they experience india and egypt from their ringside seat in
obules rickshaw rickshaw 110 road to sai baba



Adventure with a Holy Man 1979 sri sai baba 1836 1918 spiritual leader from india
A Find So Strange 2011 when psychic mediums craig jane hamilton parker received a
frightening message from the agastya naadi sastra it set them on an adventure to find a holy
man who could help them change the course of destiny the naadi is an indian oracle written
thousands of years ago that reveals the destiny of anyone who finds it through his contacts in
india craig found a genuine naadi that has the power to foresee future events with 100
accuracy to safeguard the life of his grandson the oracle identified sharavana baba as the
holy man who could turn the tide of providence in a desperate dash to meet the oracles
deadline craig and his wife jane encounter sharavana baba who flies in from india and knows
all about the miraculous events predicted this is the story of how an ordinary english family
and their friends and neighbors dive headlong together into the mysteries of india share their
adventure as the secrets of mystic india are revealed included also are inspired discourses by
sharavana baba that will uplift inspire and bring messages of hope in these troubled times
The Gospel of Shri Shirdi Sai Baba 2008 this book begins from the small village shiladhi
where a young fakir clad in white arrived with a marriage party he stayed on and his divine
powers were slowly recognized by the laity around him slowly the dilapidated mashid mayee
gets transformed into dwarka mai lit up by the warm dhuni mai and the ever burning lamps
vehement skeptics and devotees flock alike to shirdi as the kul adhipati sai baba gathers
them in his gurukul the book describes in details the various well known miracles of baba and
illustrates their meaning in a lucid manner the author brings a rear insight and an almost



personal touch to this book as she describes the various articles used by him and the places
he visited regularly this book came about by this irresistible urge to share shirdi so readers
can profit from it the articles used and handled by baba are with the sansthan so the readers
can see them and gain insight in their significance
Rickshaw 110 Road to Sai Baba 2003-07-27 michael mucz s prolonged primary research into
ukrainian canadian folk history culminates in baba s kitchen medicines this book bursts with
the cultural memory of pioneering folk from canada s prairieland from fever to frostbite this
incomparable compendium of tinctures poultices salves decoctions infusions plasters and
tonics will fascinate and often mortify readers from all walks of life the comprehensiveness of
mucz s research and interviews framed with deftly painted historical cultural and botanical
backgrounds guarantee that this chapter of the canadian story will continue to be told for
generations to come it is a deep charming and often moving work of intricate anthropology
that will stir scholar and non specialist alike
Tales from Sai Baba's Life 2004 life is a pilgrimage for the senufo of cote d ivoire life consists
of following the kologo that is the path the road or the way as such kologo is a key senufo
term that speaks of the directions people choose to follow in life a central aspect of following
the christian pathway among senufo believers occurs through music music serves as a major
communication vehicle that speaks profoundly into the people s lives thus pathways in
christian music communication addresses the problem of contextualization of christianity in
africa via the use of a people s indigenous music it focuses on the significance of culturally



appropriate songs for effective communication of the gospel within the african context in
providing a history of the development of christian songs among the senufo a musical
analysis of the songs and music culture identifying communication theory at work within the
music making process and a content analysis of an emerging senufo lyric theology king
shows the pivotal role that a people s cultural music plays in integrating a people s worldview
and daily lives with biblical teaching finally king examines the influence and effect of songs in
communicating the gospel by showing how the pathway of a song leads to changes of
allegiance to the living god and transformed lives although set in west africa essential
principles and guidelines for doing ethnomusicological studies within missiology lies at the
heart of this work
God Is Everywhere 2018-11-02 on the life and teachings of sri sai baba 1836 1918 hindu
religious leader
Baba's Gurukul 2011-04-08 what is death what is the ultimate purpose of life these are
questions that have always perplexed humankind the ancient wisdom on the subject has
always been dense esoteric and cloaked in secrecy available to a select few a spiritual quest
can seem like looking for a needle in a haystack because there s very little literature that
puts it all together but here at last is a compact and digestible summary of main ideas in a
completely accessible highly readable guide to self realization author fassan ramsaran has
created a clear and colorful roadmap of the many paths to truth lively expressive and reader
friendly man to god is a digest of eastern and judeo christian thought that illustrates how



different roads can lead to the same place man to god is an exploration of man s relationship
to his maker it asks if there really is a divine creator and if so why do people feel so
estranged with answers backed by thoughts from the great spiritual texts man to god is a
journey that builds momentum with each succeeding chapter leading to a deep truth that will
be a gift and a revelation to its readers
Baba's Kitchen Medicines 2022-08-29 renowned devotees of saibaba is a devotional effort to
drink the eternal juice of saibaba s divine sports through his renowned devotees this book
has been written by the direct inspiration of saibaba so that all the creatures can take a holy
bath in the sacred stream of sai devotion going through the life story of these devotees one
can feel the beautiful aspects of saibaba s life and teachings many of these devotees were
contemporary to baba and they devoted their entire life for spreading sai devotion even after
the mahasamadhi of baba in this book we find divine glimpses of baba through these
renowned devotees other than these devotees there are descriptions of many other devotees
of saibaba in different contexts in this book this book isn t a compilation of facts and figures
here facts figures and intensive researches have been inter woven in the delicate linen of sai
devotion in this book there is a special interpretation of baba s navadha bhakti nine
categories of devotion in short this book is a means to provide divine bliss to its readers so
that their this world and next world would be blissful
Pathways in Christian Music Communication 2009-01-01 chanting of sri sai ashtothara
the 108 names of shirdi saibaba is the most chosen and popular way of worshipping baba the



ashtothara was compiled originally by pujya sri narasimha swamiji an ardent sai devotee sai
ashtothara is chanted daily in shirdi during kakad morning arti however no attempt has been
undertaken to make one relate these sacred names to the memorable miracles and leelas of
his grace and protection this is a prayer book and an attempt to explore the deeper inner
significance of each name hopefully it will be helpful to every sai devotee to win his grace
and blessings
Sai Baba Of Shirdi 2000 examines the california artist s life and work offering reproductions of
many of her pieces
Man to God 2020 in this literally heart warming book the author takes us with her on her
search into the mystery of her glowing heart she speaks of the permanent source of joy that
is being tapped when you become receptive to the divine in and around you she bears
evidence to the process of slowly letting go of the ego and opening up to higher guidance
that doesn t come from without but from within sai baba is her great inspiration but she also
mentions some other masters as well as the sixteenth century mystic saint john of the cross
this moving book provides much food for thought when we become aware of god s flame
residing in our hearts connecting us all the heart fills with bliss that conquers everything bliss
which is reserved for everyone and which has nothing to do with our circumstances in life
Renowned Devotees of Sai Baba 2014-10-27 the word rinanubandh literally means karmic
debt it is an impossible task to write the exaxt meaning of this word as a lot of nuances are
lost while doing so when you read the lives of babs s devotees you realise that it has deeper



meaning a bond that has existed for many generations his devotees came from varied
backgrounds some highly educated others were rustic villagers some were young while
others were middle aged and set in their ways they went to shirdi not knowing what to
expect others went there by chance but once they met baba their lives were changed forever
and the karmic bond started unfolding thus they returned time and again to be with the living
god who blessed them and gave them a handful of udi in the years that followed no matter
what befell them they knew that baba was always with them this book is a kaleidoscope of
leelas photographs and the lives of baba s devotee it will make the reading of shri sai
satcharita easier and fruitful
A Diamond Necklace to Shirdi Sai Baba 1998-01-01 sri shirdi sai baba 18381918 the first one
in the trinity of sai baba avatars incarnations was the incarnation of lord shiva he led the life
of an ideal sufi saintbegging for alms helping all teaching the basics of morality and
spirituality in his typical rural rustic simple and lively manner telling true stories of many
births of his devotees and other creatures and by his very brief and heart penetrating
comments and pieces of advice he taught all to believe in god who is omnipotent
omnipresent and omniscient and the one malik master of all and who is present in every
creature gods grace can be achieved by anyone by earnestly remembering him by being
moral kind and loving to all creatures and by doing ones duties honestly and sincerely sai
baba always gave genuine assurances to those who called upon him for his miraculous grace
and helped the distressed ones instantly it is a well known fact that sri shirdi sai babas grace



is being experienced by countless people throughout the world but only a few of such
incidents are published in sai journals and on the internet this book is a collection of
invaluable articles on sri shirdi sai babas legendary grace and thrilling record of over two
hundred testimonies of post samadhi period after 1918 till now beneficiaries of his grace his
temples are in india usa uk canada china south africa mauritius and many countries
thousands of pilgrims visit daily his dwarka mai masjid and samadhi mandir in shirdi india
and sai temples in their countries daily to obtain his gracious help all those who are eager to
receive sri shirdi babas divine grace for getting instant solution of and relief in their problems
and seek proper guidance shall find this book a boon
The Art of Joan Brown 2004-11 this is the fascinating biography of an extraordinary
twentieth century sephardic leader rabbi yisrael abuchatzeirah lovingly known to his
thousands of followers as baba sali our praying father includes photographs and scores of
stories
Sai Baba, Living Flame of Love 2011-04-08 balkrishna pandey s sai baba s 261 leelas is a
handy compendium or as he calls it an aide mémoire of 261 miracles of shirdi sai baba
intended for the devotees culled from a number of sources he has obtained stories from the
often hard to find books like narasimha swami s biography of sri sai baba and decades old
copies of the sai leela journal the author does not try and interpret the miracles but lets the
reader realise the universal message for himself in today s busy world this work offers a
shortcut for daily devotion offering the reader a quick manual to peruse ponder or meditate



upon sai baba s micraculous leelas while waiting for a bus or to fill any spare moment dr
marianne warren author of unravelling the enigma shirdi sai baba in the light of sufism this
book puts together the authentic and pithy miracles of sai all that was verifiable within the
first twenty years of the 20th century directly related to the saint s life has been arranged
under scintillating titles all 261 of them the readers cannot but be deeply moved by the
sentiments of devotion projected by balkrishna panday in his writing titled sai baba s 261
leelas
Baba's Rinanubandh 2016-01-30 this book explores the role of religion in a great number of
the south asian diaspora communities around the world and is unique in its emphasis on
religious diversity both across and within the religious traditions
The Divine Grace of Sri Shirdi Sai Baba 1986 baba father or revered elder a common
honorific in india for saints and holy men baba a faceless name for the masters of the
tradition who have shepherded and guided humanity since eternity baba the unique colours
diffracted from one consciousness mahavatar babaji shirdi sai baba sathya sai baba bade
baba neem karoli baba meher baba amongst countless others baba the promise of the
tradition that never leaves a true seeker s hand transcending oceans of existence to be with
them baba the compassion incarnates who travel the seven worlds and seven seas to find
and rescue a pure soul baba the grand collaboration that ensures the continued preservation
of dharma righteousness in the universe this book is about the myriad interactions
experiences and associations of mohanji with various masters of the tradition mohanji s



journey from a seeker to a guide and his continuing work in the world provides a unique
window into how the tradition orchestrates one of its projections from the fleeting to the
profoundly engaging each connection reveals a facet of the grand tradition that operates
selflessly unseen behind the shadows a rare glimpse into the inner workings of the masters of
the tradition who though diverse in expressions operate in extreme unity and purposefulness
burning like candles to give light and purity to the world
a vast and diversified religious movement originating from בבא סאלי רבינו הקדוש 2011-12-30
sai baba of shirdi is often referred to as the sai baba movement through the chronological
presentation of sai baba s life light is shed on the various ways in which the important guru
figures in this movement came to be linked to the saint of shirdi
Sai Baba's 261 LEELAS 2018-08-14 on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of baba sai s
mahasamadhi bestselling author ruzbeh n bharucha chronicles his years of selfless altruism
and spiritual teaching in the human form through poignant stories and simple day to day
practices rooted in baba s philosophy for the benefit of all hose fumbling to find peace amidst
the chaos of the modern world this book is a wonderful companion for your spiritual journey
South Asians in the Diaspora 2023-07-03 mihir bose was born in january 1947 eight months
later india became a modern free nation the country he knew growing up in the 1960s has
undergone vast and radical change india today exports food sends space probes to mars and
all too often indian businesses rescue their ailing competitors in the west in from midnight to
glorious morning bose travels the length and breadth of india to explore how a country that



many doubted would survive has been transformed into one capable of rivaling china as the
world s preeminent economic superpower multifarious challenges still continue to plague the
country although inequality and corruption are issues not unique to india such a rapid ascent
to global prominence creates a precarious position however as bose outlines this rapid ascent
provides evidence that india is ever capable of making great strides in the face of great
adversity bose s penetrating analysis of the last seventy years asks what is yet to be done for
india in order to fulfill the destiny with which it has been imbued the predictions of doom in
august 1947 have proved to be unfounded the growth of the nation in population and capital
has been exponential and there is much to celebrate but bose s nuanced personal and
trenchant book shows that it is naïve to pretend the hoped for bright morning has yet
dawned
BABA 2011 even though the writer addresses sai baba this book is intended for anyone in
search of god she poses questions and answers we all ask when we set out on the spiritual
path actually she addresses the atma another name for the higher self that resides in all of
us this higher self can manifest itself on earth in human form and as such has been given
different names in the various cultures and religions names as rama krishna jesus and
buddha and so on however we always deal with the same principle namely god who can
manifest in different forms but who ultimately transcends any form and is worshipped as the
formless principle residing in all of us and animating everything from within if you replace the
name of sai baba for one that represents your chosen deity you may benefit greatly by these



lessons which teach us how by living righteously and in accordance with god s will we can be
happy in the present critical age for many years geesje lunshof poet teacher writer wandered
through the world on a spiritual quest finally in the late seventies she returned to her native
country the netherlands where se settled down as an english teacher in 1980 she heard of sai
baba for the first time soon it became clear to her the he represented the end of her search
in 1991 after her second trip to sai baba in india sai baba started answering her many
questions in an inner dialoque this took place through the process of written questions and
answers as many of these questions and certainly all the answers are of general interest it
gradually became clear to her that she must not keep the dialogue to herself but should
share it with others
Baba Sali 1993-03-09 started in 1958 sanathana sarathi is a monthly magazine devoted to
sathya truth dharma righteousness shanti peace and prema love the four cardinal principles
of bhagawan baba s philosophy it is published from prasanthi nilayam the abode of highest
peace and acts as a mouthpiece of baba s ashram as it speaks of the important events that
take place in his sacred abode besides carrying divine messages conveyed through divine
discourses of bhagawan sri sathya sai baba the word meaning of sanathana sarathi is the
eternal charioteer it signifies the presence of the lord in every being as the atma guiding
their lives like a charioteer it implies that he who places his life the body being likened to a
chariot in an attitude of surrender in the hands of the lord will be taken care of by the lord
even as a charioteer would take the occupant of his chariot safely to its destination the



magazine is an instrument to disseminate spiritual knowledge for the moral physical and
mental uplift of humanity without any discrimination as the subject matter discussed therein
is always of common interest and of universal appeal the fifteen vahinis streams of
sacredness known as the vahini series comprising annotation and interpretation of the
upanishads and other scriptures itihasas like the ramayana the bhagavatha and the
mahabharata and authentic explanations on dhyana dharma prema etc have been serially
published in this magazine as and when they emanated from the divine pen of bhagawan
baba this magazine is published in almost all indian languages english and telugu from
prasanthi nilayam and others from respective regions every year sanathana sarathi comes
out with a special issue in november commemorating the divine birthday the english and
telugu magazines are posted on the 10th and 23rd respectively of every month from
prasanthi nilayam this magazine has wide ever increasing circulation in india as well as
abroad as the study of it brings the reader closer to the philosophy of the avatar in simple
understandable language thus spake sai discoursing during the launch of sanathana sarathi
from this day our sanathana sarathi will lead to victory the cohorts of truth the vedas the
sastras and similar scriptures of all faiths against the forces of the ego such as injustice
falsehood immorality and cruelty this is the reason why it has emerged this sarathi will fight
in order to establish world prosperity it is bound to sound the paean of triumph when
universal ananda is achieved
The Life And Teachings Of Sai Baba Of Shirdi 2019-03-31 since sai baba left his physical



body on 24 april 2011 so how can we keep in contact with him well how about spiritual
connection see baba beyond his physical body and establish spiritual connection with him dr
wong who never had direct contact with baba became a devout sai devotee in the early 21st
century he gives many examples in this book and in a sequel entitled how sai baba attracts
without direct contact book 2 on how we can keep in contact with baba spiritually in
everything we do in this book dr wong shares 1 why baba attracts 2 what are the 25
attractions of baba without direct contact 3 how does baba talk to us through another person
4 how does baba respond to our wishes 5 how does baba help without direct contact 6 what
is it like when baba comes in a dream 7 what is it like when baba comes in a spiritual form 8
how did baba bless this book without direct contact 9 what are good bad experiences 10 how
to become a master of life
Sai Baba 2017-07-03 sri sai baba 1836 1918 spiritual leader from india
From Midnight to Glorious Morning? 2022-11-09 the bektashi dervish order is a sufi
alevite sect found in anatolia and the balkans with a strong presence in albania in this his
final book robert elsie analyses the albanian bektashi and considers their role in the country s
history and society although much has been written on the bektashi in turkey little has
appeared on the albanian branch of the sect robert elsie considers the history and culture of
the bektashi analyses writings on the order by early travellers to the region such as margaret
hasluck and sir arthur evans and provides a comprehensive list of tekkes convents and tyrbes
shrines in albania and neighbouring countries finally he presents a catalogue of notable



albanian bektashi figures in history and legend this book provides a complete reference guide
to the bektashi in albania which will be essential reading for scholars of the balkans islamic
sects and albanian history and culture
Inner Dialogue with Sai Baba 2009-09-09 since sai baba left his physical body on 24 april
2011 so how can we keep in contact with him well how about spiritual connection see baba
beyond his physical body and establish spiritual connection with him dr wong who never had
direct contact with baba became a devout sai devotee in the early 21st century he gives
many examples in this book and in a prequel entitled how sai baba attracts without direct
contact on how we can keep in contact with baba spiritually in everything we do in this book
dr wong shares 1 what are the three most attractive attractions of baba without direct
contact 2 what are another 35 attractions of baba 3 how does baba demonstrate his life is his
message 4 what can baba do to the wind and the rain 5 how and where does baba give his
blessings 6 how does baba make a zero into a hero 7 how does baba transform us 8 how
does baba make the right moves for us 9 how does baba take over our sufferings 10 what are
baba s teachings
Sanathana Sarathi English Volume 02 (1970 to 1979) 1998 this small book is a
collection of historical facts and incidents which took place from the time of arrival of sai nath
in shirdi till his mahasamadhi miracles and incidents which actually happened when baba was
in human form have been compiled here while reading this book one will feel as if one is
actually watching those scenes incidents before and after samadhi as collected from



devotees have been described here but instead of belief or disbelief towards the incidents it
would be better if the devotees with true faith do bhakti and should try to have experiences
themselves this book gives an information about great saints and incarnations of god the
author of this book shri vaman rangnath gokhale has been living in shirdi for the last ten
years and has been leading a life of a true sanyasi he has not donned saffron coloured
clothes like other sanyasis but he is totally detached very often he sleeps at the steps of
dwarkamai baba takes care of his needs his simple and recluse lifestyle is a clear evidence
that information about baba given in this book is true needless to say reading this small book
by clear hearted sai devotees will increase their love for shri sai baba of shirdi and enhance
guru bhakti
How Sai Baba Attracts Without Direct Contact 2019-07-25 did netaji subhas chandra
bose die in an air crash in taihoku taipei taiwan on 18 august 1945 was he sent off to siberia
by joseph stalin did he die there or did he escape or was he let off eventually to make his way
back to india was he the mysterious gumnami baba of faizabad uttar pradesh if so how did he
find his way back why did bose leave india when he did was it on account of his political
approach which was opposed by the then high command of the congress party that wanted a
quick transfer of power from the british the past comes alive as journalist and author
kingshuk nag seeks answers to these and related questions at a time when there is a
considerable renewal of interest in netaji s fate with old records tumbling out the latest being
the declassification of 64 files on the subject by the west bengal government will the union



government make public the records that it holds as has been stated by prime minister
narendra modi will the governments in moscow and london be approached for new leads
netaji living dangerously is a riveting account of the life of one of india s most charismatic
leaders and an in depth analysis of one of the world s best kept secrets
How to Receive Sri Sathya Sai Baba's Grace , 2011-05-23 can they vanquish this evil once
and for all join charlemagne and scarlett as they embark on a perilous journey through the
mystical diel territory unraveling secrets and uncovering the enigmatic nature of the so
called female lead with the fate of the three great houses hanging in the balance our heroes
must forge an unbreakable alliance to confront the formidable dark wizard will they succeed
or will darkness prevail find out in the series finale of ten ways to get dumped by a tyrant
The Albanian Bektashi 2011-12-30 this book explores the implications consequences of the
emergence of a new universalistic religion centered on the adoration of a living south indian
holy man sathya sai baba as god
How Sai Baba Attracts Without Direct Contact (Book 2) 2015-11-18 this spiritual book
named amrit vela sach naao came into existence after completion of my earlier books which
were completed and published in usa after a great resistance caused by the most corrupt
invisible demonic beings and entities of the universe known by various titles and names in all
languages faiths and cultures who are illegally present in this physical world and also
deceitfully controlling the 3 dimensional planes of this planet earth against the established
evolutionary order hukam of the true supreme lord god sacha sahib which are collectively



known as the three dimensional worlds or in sanskrit as triloka or taribhavan in punjabi and
these 3 dimensional planes collectively exist as an important part of the cosmic segment of
righteousness in the infinite universe known to exalted conscious seers and sages as the
dharam khandd
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